ACROSS
1 Being a showman, this person's flaunting spare port (10)
7 Time of day nobleman mainly collects son (4)
9 Scotsmen to do a turn, using fiddle (4)
10 Inventive guy adapted meals to accommodate superior horse (6,4)
11 Type of seed mother's found back in York perhaps (6)
12 European brought in manuscripts on college course latterly? (4,4)
13 Staff talk about trimming outside piece of cartilage (8)
15 Lady heading off somewhere in Middle East (4)
17 Mark goes inside to drink punch (4)
19 Sort of naiveté, some might say (2,1,5)
22 Left one to lie in grass, painting? (8)
23 Hamper, comprising small spongy dessert, Roger removed (6)
25 Maybe rib bartender's bike (10)
26 Particular hairstyle wanted each month (4)
27 Linesman possibly starts to puff over extra time (4)
28 Tall chap, 27 (10)

DOWN
2 Spice coats the carving knife (7)
3 Male's in difficulty with a dance (5)

4 Secrets escaped when ringing about ancient coin (8)
5 In children's story, strange pets still disturbed family (15)
6 Fortune accompanies old church cat (6)
7 Withdraw from office, committee being content to break up (9)
8 Ale is repeatedly drunk in European region once (7)
14 Fretful introduction by Irishman perhaps, one on hospital department (9)
16 Health resort rouses retired type (8)
18 A married woman, followed by Oscar at separate intervals – that's sweet (7)
20 Italian city market – northwards near roundabout?
21 Pop artist fights against everything, audibly (6)
24 Drive Sprite, bearing left (5)

Solution 15,676